
BEYAZ (drospirenone/ethinyl estradiol/ levomefolate calcium tablets and levomefolate calcium tablets) 
Initial U.S. Approval: 2010

BRIEF SUMMARY OF PRESCRIBING INFORMATION
CONSULT PACKAGE INSERT FOR FULL PRESCRIBING INFORMATION

WARNING: CIGARETTE SMOKING AND SERIOUS CARDIOVASCULAR EVENTS
Cigarette smoking increases the risk of serious cardiovascular events from combination oral 
contraceptives (COC) use. This risk increases with age, particularly in women over 35 years of age, 
and with the number of cigarettes smoked. For this reason, COCs should not be used by women who 
are over 35 years of age and smoke. [See Contraindications (4)].

1 INDICATIONS AND USAGE
1.1 Oral Contraceptive 
Beyaz is indicated for use by women to prevent pregnancy. 

1.2 Premenstrual Dysphoric Disorder (PMDD) 
Beyaz is also indicated for the treatment of symptoms of premenstrual dysphoric disorder (PMDD) in 
women who choose to use an oral contraceptive as their method of contraception. The effectiveness of 
Beyaz for PMDD when used for more than three menstrual cycles has not been evaluated. 
Beyaz has not been evaluated for the treatment of premenstrual syndrome (PMS). 

1.3 Acne
Beyaz is indicated for the treatment of moderate acne vulgaris in women at least 14 years of age, who have 
no known contraindications to oral contraceptive therapy and have achieved menarche. Beyaz should be 
used for the treatment of acne only if the patient desires an oral contraceptive for birth control.

1.4 Folate Supplementation
Beyaz is indicated in women who choose to use an oral contraceptive as their method of contraception, to 
raise folate levels for the purpose of reducing the risk of a neural tube defect in a pregnancy conceived while 
taking the product or shortly after discontinuing the product.  

4 CONTRAINDICATIONS
Do not prescribe Beyaz to women who are known to have the following:
s� 2ENAL�IMPAIRMENT
s� !DRENAL�INSUFlCIENCY
s� �!�HIGH�RISK�OF�ARTERIAL�OR�VENOUS�THROMBOTIC�DISEASES��%XAMPLES�INCLUDE�WOMEN�WHO�ARE�KNOWN�TO�

–  Smoke, if over age 35 [see Boxed Warning and Warnings and Precautions (5.1)] 
–  Have deep vein thrombosis or pulmonary embolism, now or in the past [see Warnings and Precautions (5.1)]
–  Have cerebrovascular disease [see Warnings and Precautions (5.1)]
–  Have coronary artery disease [see Warnings and Precautions (5.1)]
n� �(AVE�THROMBOGENIC�VALVULAR�OR�THROMBOGENIC�RHYTHM�DISEASES�OF�THE�HEART��FOR�EXAMPLE��SUBACUTE�

BACTERIAL�ENDOCARDITIS�WITH�VALVULAR�DISEASE��OR�ATRIAL�lBRILLATION	�[see Warnings and Precautions (5.1)]
–  Have inherited or acquired hypercoagulopathies [see Warnings and Precautions (5.1)]
–  Have uncontrolled hypertension [see Warnings and Precautions (5.5)]
–  Have diabetes mellitus with vascular disease [see Warnings and Precautions (5.7)]
–  Have headaches with focal neurological symptoms or have migraine headaches with or without aura 

if over age 35 [see Warnings and Precautions (5.8)]
s� 5NDIAGNOSED�ABNORMAL�UTERINE�BLEEDING�[see Warnings and Precautions (5.9)]
s� �"REAST�CANCER�OR�OTHER�ESTROGEN�OR�PROGESTINSENSITIVE�CANCER��NOW�OR� IN� THE�PAST�[see Warnings and 

Precautions (5.3)]
s� �,IVER� TUMORS�� BENIGN� OR�MALIGNANT�� OR� LIVER� DISEASE� [see Warnings and Precautions (5.4) and Use in 

Specific Populations (8.7)]
s� �0REGNANCY��BECAUSE�THERE�IS�NO�REASON�TO�USE�#/#S�DURING�PREGNANCY�[see Warnings and Precautions 

(5.10) and Use in Specific Populations (8.1)]

5 WARNINGS AND PRECAUTIONS
5.1 Thromboembolic Disorders and Other Vascular Problems 
3TOP�"EYAZ�IF�AN�ARTERIAL�OR�DEEP�VENOUS�THROMBOTIC��64%	�EVENT�OCCURS��!LTHOUGH�THE�USE�OF�#/#S�INCREASES�
the risk of venous thromboembolism, pregnancy increases the risk of venous thromboembolism as much or 
MORE�THAN�THE�USE�OF�#/#S��4HE�RISK�OF�VENOUS�THROMBOEMBOLISM�IN�WOMEN�USING�#/#S�IS���TO���PER��������
WOMANYEARS��4HE�RISK�IS�HIGHEST�DURING�THE�lRST�YEAR�OF�USE�OF�A�#/#��5SE�OF�#/#S�ALSO�INCREASES�THE�RISK�OF�
arterial thromboses such as strokes and myocardial infarctions, especially in women with other risk factors 
for these events. The risk of thromboembolic disease due to oral contraceptives gradually disappears after 
#/#�USE�IS�DISCONTINUED��
If feasible, stop Beyaz at least 4 weeks before and through 2 weeks after major surgery or other surgeries 
known to have an elevated risk of thromboembolism. 
Start Beyaz no earlier than 4 weeks after delivery, in women who are not breastfeeding. The risk of 
postpartum thromboembolism decreases after the third postpartum week, whereas the risk of ovulation 
increases after the third postpartum week. 
#/#S� HAVE� BEEN� SHOWN� TO� INCREASE� BOTH� THE� RELATIVE� AND� ATTRIBUTABLE� RISKS� OF� CEREBROVASCULAR� EVENTS�
(thrombotic and hemorrhagic strokes), although, in general, the risk is greatest among older (>35 years 
OF�AGE	��HYPERTENSIVE�WOMEN�WHO�ALSO�SMOKE��#/#S�ALSO�INCREASE�THE�RISK�FOR�STROKE�IN�WOMEN�WITH�OTHER�
underlying risk factors. 
/RAL�CONTRACEPTIVES�MUST�BE�USED�WITH�CAUTION�IN�WOMEN�WITH�CARDIOVASCULAR�DISEASE�RISK�FACTORS��
3TOP�"EYAZ�IF�THERE�IS�UNEXPLAINED�LOSS�OF�VISION��PROPTOSIS��DIPLOPIA��PAPILLEDEMA��OR�RETINAL�VASCULAR�LESIONS��
%VALUATE�FOR�RETINAL�VEIN�THROMBOSIS�IMMEDIATELY��[See Adverse Reactions (6).]
Epidemiologic studies including a DRSP-containing COC
3EVERAL�STUDIES�HAVE�INVESTIGATED�THE�RELATIVE�RISKS�OF�THROMBOEMBOLISM�IN�WOMEN�USING�A�DIFFERENT�$230
CONTAINING�#/#��9ASMIN��WHICH�CONTAINS������MG�OF�%%�AND���MG�OF�$230	�COMPARED�TO�THOSE�IN�WOMEN�
USING�#/#S�CONTAINING�OTHER�PROGESTINS��4WO�PROSPECTIVE�COHORT�STUDIES��BOTH�EVALUATING�THE�RISK�OF�VENOUS�
AND�ARTERIAL�THROMBOEMBOLISM�AND�DEATH��WERE�INITIATED�AT�THE�TIME�OF�9ASMIN�APPROVAL� 2,3��4HE�lRST��%52!3	�
SHOWED�THE�RISK�OF�THROMBOEMBOLISM��PARTICULARLY�VENOUS�THROMBOEMBOLISM	�AND�DEATH�IN�9ASMIN�USERS�
to be comparable to that of other oral contraceptive preparations, including those containing levonorgestrel 
�A� SOCALLED� SECOND� GENERATION� #/#	�� 4HE� SECOND� PROSPECTIVE� COHORT� STUDY� �)NGENIX	� ALSO� SHOWED� A�
COMPARABLE�RISK�OF�THROMBOEMBOLISM�IN�9ASMIN�USERS�COMPARED�TO�USERS�OF�OTHER�#/#S��INCLUDING�THOSE�
CONTAINING�LEVONORGESTREL��)N�THE�SECOND�STUDY��#/#�COMPARATOR�GROUPS�WERE�SELECTED�BASED�ON�THEIR�HAVING�
SIMILAR�CHARACTERISTICS�TO�THOSE�BEING�PRESCRIBED�9ASMIN��
4WO� ADDITIONAL� EPIDEMIOLOGICAL� STUDIES�� ONE� CASECONTROL� STUDY� �VAN� (YLCKAMA� 6LIEG� ET� AL� 4) and one 
RETROSPECTIVE�COHORT�STUDY��,IDEGAARD�ET�AL� 5) suggested that the risk of venous thromboembolism occurring 
IN�9ASMIN� USERS�WAS� HIGHER� THAN� THAT� FOR� USERS� OF� LEVONORGESTRELCONTAINING�#/#S� AND� LOWER� THAN� THAT�
FOR�USERS�OF�DESOGESTREL�GESTODENECONTAINING�#/#S��SOCALLED�THIRD�GENERATION�#/#S	� )N�THE�CASECONTROL�
STUDY��HOWEVER��THE�NUMBER�OF�9ASMIN�CASES�WAS�VERY�SMALL�������OF�ALL�CASES	�MAKING�THE�RISK�ESTIMATES�
UNRELIABLE��4HE�RELATIVE�RISK�FOR�9ASMIN�USERS�IN�THE�RETROSPECTIVE�COHORT�STUDY�WAS�GREATER�THAN�THAT�FOR�USERS�
OF�OTHER�#/#�PRODUCTS�WHEN�CONSIDERING�WOMEN�WHO�USED�THE�PRODUCTS�FOR�LESS�THAN�ONE�YEAR��(OWEVER��
THESE�ONEYEAR�ESTIMATES�MAY�NOT�BE�RELIABLE�BECAUSE�THE�ANALYSIS�MAY�INCLUDE�WOMEN�OF�VARYING�RISK�LEVELS��
!MONG�WOMEN�WHO�USED�THE�PRODUCT�FOR���TO���YEARS��THE�RELATIVE�RISK�WAS�SIMILAR�FOR�USERS�OF�9ASMIN�TO�
THAT�FOR�USERS�OF�OTHER�#/#�PRODUCTS�

5.2 Hyperkalemia
"EYAZ�CONTAINS���MG�OF�THE�PROGESTIN�$230�WHICH�HAS�ANTIMINERALOCORTICOID�ACTIVITY��INCLUDING�THE�POTENTIAL�
FOR�HYPERKALEMIA�IN�HIGHRISK�PATIENTS��COMPARABLE�TO�A����MG�DOSE�OF�SPIRONOLACTONE��"EYAZ�SHOULD�NOT�
BE� USED� IN� PATIENTS� WITH� CONDITIONS� THAT� PREDISPOSE� TO� HYPERKALEMIA� �I�E��� RENAL� INSUFlCIENCY�� HEPATIC�
DYSFUNCTION�AND�ADRENAL�INSUFlCIENCY	��7OMEN�RECEIVING�DAILY��LONGTERM�TREATMENT�FOR�CHRONIC�CONDITIONS�
or diseases with medications that may increase serum potassium should have their serum potassium level 
CHECKED� DURING� THE� lRST� TREATMENT� CYCLE��-EDICATIONS� THAT�MAY� INCREASE� SERUM�POTASSIUM� INCLUDE�!#%�
INHIBITORS�� ANGIOTENSIN))� RECEPTOR�ANTAGONISTS��POTASSIUMSPARING�DIURETICS��POTASSIUM�SUPPLEMENTATION��
HEPARIN��ALDOSTERONE�ANTAGONISTS��AND�.3!)$3��

5.3 Carcinoma of the Breasts and Reproductive Organs 
7OMEN�WHO�CURRENTLY�HAVE�OR�HAVE�HAD�BREAST�CANCER�SHOULD�NOT�USE�"EYAZ�BECAUSE�BREAST�CANCER�IS�A�
HORMONALLYSENSITIVE�TUMOR�

4HERE�IS�SUBSTANTIAL�EVIDENCE�THAT�#/#S�DO�NOT�INCREASE�THE�INCIDENCE�OF�BREAST�CANCER��!LTHOUGH�SOME�PAST�
STUDIES�HAVE�SUGGESTED�THAT�#/#S�MIGHT�INCREASE�THE�INCIDENCE�OF�BREAST�CANCER��MORE�RECENT�STUDIES�HAVE�
NOT�CONlRMED�SUCH�lNDINGS��
3OME� STUDIES� SUGGEST� THAT� #/#S� ARE� ASSOCIATED� WITH� AN� INCREASE� IN� THE� RISK� OF� CERVICAL� CANCER� OR�
INTRAEPITHELIAL�NEOPLASIA��(OWEVER��THERE�IS�CONTROVERSY�ABOUT�THE�EXTENT�TO�WHICH�THESE�lNDINGS�MAY�BE�DUE�
TO�DIFFERENCES�IN�SEXUAL�BEHAVIOR�AND�OTHER�FACTORS�

5.4 Liver Disease
Discontinue Beyaz if jaundice develops. Steroid hormones may be poorly metabolized in patients with 
IMPAIRED�LIVER�FUNCTION��!CUTE�OR�CHRONIC�DISTURBANCES�OF�LIVER�FUNCTION�MAY�NECESSITATE�THE�DISCONTINUATION�
OF�#/#�USE�UNTIL�MARKERS�OF�LIVER�FUNCTION�RETURN�TO�NORMAL�AND�#/#�CAUSATION�HAS�BEEN�EXCLUDED�
(EPATIC�ADENOMAS�ARE�ASSOCIATED�WITH�#/#�USE��!N�ESTIMATE�OF�THE�ATTRIBUTABLE�RISK�IS�����CASES���������
#/#�USERS��2UPTURE�OF�HEPATIC�ADENOMAS�MAY�CAUSE�DEATH�THROUGH�INTRAABDOMINAL�HEMORRHAGE��
3TUDIES�HAVE�SHOWN�AN�INCREASED�RISK�OF�DEVELOPING�HEPATOCELLULAR�CARCINOMA�IN�LONGTERM������YEARS	�#/#�
USERS��(OWEVER��THE�ATTRIBUTABLE�RISK�OF�LIVER�CANCERS�IN�#/#�USERS�IS�LESS�THAN�ONE�CASE�PER�MILLION�USERS��
/RAL�CONTRACEPTIVERELATED�CHOLESTASIS�MAY�OCCUR�IN�WOMEN�WITH�A�HISTORY�OF�PREGNANCYRELATED�CHOLESTASIS��
7OMEN�WITH�A�HISTORY�OF�#/#RELATED�CHOLESTASIS�MAY�HAVE�THE�CONDITION�RECUR�WITH�SUBSEQUENT�#/#�USE�

5.5 High Blood Pressure
&OR�WOMEN�WITH�WELLCONTROLLED�HYPERTENSION��MONITOR�BLOOD�PRESSURE�AND�STOP�"EYAZ� IF�BLOOD�PRESSURE�
RISES�SIGNIlCANTLY��7OMEN�WITH�UNCONTROLLED�HYPERTENSION�OR�HYPERTENSION�WITH�VASCULAR�DISEASE�SHOULD�
NOT�USE�#/#S�
!N�INCREASE�IN�BLOOD�PRESSURE�HAS�BEEN�REPORTED�IN�WOMEN�TAKING�#/#S��AND�THIS�INCREASE�IS�MORE�LIKELY�IN�
OLDER�WOMEN�AND�WITH�EXTENDED�DURATION�OF�USE��4HE�INCIDENCE�OF�HYPERTENSION�INCREASES�WITH�INCREASING�
concentration of progestin.

5.6 Gallbladder Disease
3TUDIES�SUGGEST�A�SMALL�INCREASED�RELATIVE�RISK�OF�DEVELOPING�GALLBLADDER�DISEASE�AMONG�#/#�USERS�

5.7 Carbohydrate and Lipid Metabolic Effects
#AREFULLY�MONITOR� PREDIABETIC� AND� DIABETIC� WOMEN� WHO� ARE� TAKING� "EYAZ�� #/#S�MAY� DECREASE� GLUCOSE�
TOLERANCE�IN�A�DOSERELATED�FASHION�
#ONSIDER�ALTERNATIVE�CONTRACEPTION�FOR�WOMEN�WITH�UNCONTROLLED�DYSLIPIDEMIA��!�SMALL�PROPORTION�OF�WOMEN�
WILL�HAVE�ADVERSE�LIPID�CHANGES�WHILE�ON�#/#S��
7OMEN�WITH�HYPERTRIGLYCERIDEMIA��OR�A�FAMILY�HISTORY�THEREOF��MAY�BE�AT�AN�INCREASED�RISK�OF�PANCREATITIS�
WHEN�USING�#/#S�

5.8 Headache
If a woman taking Beyaz develops new headaches that are recurrent, persistent, or severe, evaluate the 
cause and discontinue Beyaz if indicated.
!N� INCREASE� IN� FREQUENCY� OR� SEVERITY� OF� MIGRAINE� DURING� #/#� USE� �WHICH� MAY� BE� PRODROMAL� OF� A�
CEREBROVASCULAR�EVENT	�MAY�BE�A�REASON�FOR�IMMEDIATE�DISCONTINUATION�OF�THE�#/#� 

5.9 Bleeding Irregularities 
5NSCHEDULED��BREAKTHROUGH�OR�INTRACYCLIC	�BLEEDING�AND�SPOTTING�SOMETIMES�OCCUR�IN�PATIENTS�ON�#/#S��
ESPECIALLY�DURING� THE�lRST� THREE�MONTHS�OF�USE�� )F�BLEEDING�PERSISTS�OR�OCCURS�AFTER�PREVIOUSLY� REGULAR�
CYCLES��CHECK� FOR�CAUSES�SUCH�AS�PREGNANCY�OR�MALIGNANCY�� )F�PATHOLOGY�AND�PREGNANCY�ARE�EXCLUDED��
BLEEDING�IRREGULARITIES�MAY�RESOLVE�OVER�TIME�OR�WITH�A�CHANGE�TO�A�DIFFERENT�#/#�
$ATA�FOR�"EYAZ�SHOW�THE�AVERAGE�NUMBER�OF�EPISODES�OF�BLEEDING�PER�REFERENCE�PERIOD�����DAYS	�WAS�����IN�
#YCLES�����4HE�AVERAGE�NUMBER�OF�BLEEDING�AND�OR�SPOTTING�DAYS�WITH�"EYAZ�WAS������DAYS���4HE�INTENSITY�
OF�BLEEDING�FOR�"EYAZ�BASED�ON�THE�RATIO�OF�SPOTTINGONLY�DAYS�VERSUS�TOTAL�BLEEDING�AND�OR�SPOTTING�DAYS�
was 5.2/15.1 days. 
"ASED�ON�PATIENT�DIARIES� FROM� TWO�CONTRACEPTIVE�CLINICAL� TRIALS�OF�9!:���� TO�����OF�WOMEN�EXPERIENCED�
UNSCHEDULED�BLEEDING�PER���DAY�CYCLE��!�TOTAL�OF����SUBJECTS�OUT�OF������������	�DISCONTINUED�9!:�DUE�TO�
menstrual disorders including intermenstrual bleeding, menorrhagia, and metrorrhagia.
7OMEN�WHO�USE�"EYAZ�MAY�EXPERIENCE�ABSENCE�OF�WITHDRAWAL�BLEEDING�� EVEN� IF� THEY�ARE�NOT�PREGNANT��
"ASED�ON�SUBJECT�DIARIES�FROM�9!:�CONTRACEPTION�TRIALS�FOR�UP�TO����CYCLES����TO�����OF�WOMEN�EXPERIENCED�
CYCLES�WITH�NO�WITHDRAWAL�BLEEDING��3OME�WOMEN�MAY�ENCOUNTER�POSTPILL�AMENORRHEA�OR�OLIGOMENORRHEA��
ESPECIALLY�WHEN�SUCH�A�CONDITION�WAS�PREEXISTENT�
If withdrawal bleeding does not occur, consider the possibility of pregnancy. If the patient has not adhered 
to the prescribed dosing schedule (missed one or more active tablets or started taking them on a day later 
THAN�SHE�SHOULD�HAVE	��CONSIDER�THE�POSSIBILITY�OF�PREGNANCY�AT�THE�TIME�OF�THE�lRST�MISSED�PERIOD�AND�TAKE�
appropriate diagnostic measures. If the patient has adhered to the prescribed regimen and misses two 
consecutive periods, rule out pregnancy. 

5.10 COC Use Before or During Early Pregnancy
%XTENSIVE�EPIDEMIOLOGICAL�STUDIES�HAVE�REVEALED�NO�INCREASED�RISK�OF�BIRTH�DEFECTS�IN�WOMEN�WHO�HAVE�USED�
oral contraceptives prior to pregnancy. Studies also do not suggest a teratogenic effect, particularly in so 
FAR�AS�CARDIAC�ANOMALIES�AND�LIMBREDUCTION�DEFECTS�ARE�CONCERNED��WHEN�TAKEN�INADVERTENTLY�DURING�EARLY�
PREGNANCY��$ISCONTINUE�"EYAZ� IF�PREGNANCY� IS�CONlRMED�AND� INITIATE�A�PRENATAL�VITAMIN�CONTAINING� FOLATE�
supplementation.  
The administration of oral contraceptives to induce withdrawal bleeding should not be used as a test for 
pregnancy [see Use in Specific Populations (8.1)].
5.11 Depression
7OMEN�WITH�A�HISTORY�OF�DEPRESSION�SHOULD�BE�CAREFULLY�OBSERVED�AND�"EYAZ�DISCONTINUED�IF�DEPRESSION�
recurs to a serious degree.

5.12 Interference with Laboratory Tests
4HE�USE�OF�#/#S�MAY�CHANGE� THE� RESULTS�OF� SOME� LABORATORY� TESTS�� SUCH�AS� COAGULATION� FACTORS�� LIPIDS��
GLUCOSE� TOLERANCE�� AND� BINDING� PROTEINS�� 7OMEN� ON� THYROID� HORMONE� REPLACEMENT� THERAPY� MAY� NEED�
INCREASED�DOSES�OF� THYROID�HORMONE�BECAUSE�SERUM�CONCENTRATIONS�OF� THYROIDBINDING�GLOBULIN� INCREASE�
WITH�USE�OF�#/#S��$230�CAUSES�AN�INCREASE�IN�PLASMA�RENIN�ACTIVITY�AND�PLASMA�ALDOSTERONE�INDUCED�BY�ITS�
mild antimineralocorticoid activity. 
&OLATES�MAY�MASK�VITAMIN�"���DElCIENCY��

5.13 Monitoring
!�WOMAN�WHO�IS�TAKING�#/#S�SHOULD�HAVE�A�YEARLY�VISIT�WITH�HER�HEALTHCARE�PROVIDER�FOR�A�BLOOD�PRESSURE�
check and for other indicated healthcare.
5.14 Other Conditions
)N� WOMEN� WITH� HEREDITARY� ANGIOEDEMA�� EXOGENOUS� ESTROGENS� MAY� INDUCE� OR� EXACERBATE� SYMPTOMS� OF�
ANGIOEDEMA��#HLOASMA�MAY�OCCASIONALLY�OCCUR��ESPECIALLY�IN�WOMEN�WITH�A�HISTORY�OF�CHLOASMA�GRAVIDARUM��
7OMEN�WITH�A�TENDENCY�TO�CHLOASMA�SHOULD�AVOID�EXPOSURE�TO�THE�SUN�OR�ULTRAVIOLET�RADIATION�WHILE�TAKING�
#/#S�

6 ADVERSE REACTIONS
4HE�FOLLOWING�SERIOUS�ADVERSE�REACTIONS�WITH�THE�USE�OF�#/#S�ARE�DISCUSSED�ELSEWHERE�IN�THE�LABELING�
s� �3ERIOUS�CARDIOVASCULAR�EVENTS�AND�SMOKING�[see Boxed Warning and Warnings and Precautions (5.1)]
s� 6ASCULAR�EVENTS�[see Warnings and Precautions (5.1)]
s� ,IVER�DISEASE�[see Warnings and Precautions (5.4)]
!DVERSE�REACTIONS�COMMONLY�REPORTED�BY�#/#�USERS�ARE�
s� )RREGULAR�UTERINE�BLEEDING� s� "REAST�TENDERNESS
s� .AUSEA� s� (EADACHE

6.1 Clinical Trials Experience
Because clinical trials are conducted under widely varying conditions, the adverse reaction rates observed 
cannot be directly compared to rates in other clinical trials and may not reflect the rates observed in clinical 
practice.
Contraception, Acne and Folate Supplementation Clinical Trials
4HE�DATA�PROVIDED�REmECT�THE�EXPERIENCE�WITH�THE�USE�OF�9!:����MG�$230������MG�%%	�� IN�THE�ADEQUATE�
AND�WELLCONTROLLED�STUDIES� FOR�CONTRACEPTION� �.������	�� FOR�MODERATE�ACNE�VULGARIS� �.����	�AND� FOLATE�
SUPPLEMENTATION��.����	�
The adverse reactions seen across the 3 indications overlapped, and are reported using the frequencies 
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Fish Oil Didn’t Help Postpartum Depression
B Y  M A RY  A N N  M O O N

FROM JAMA

T
he use of DHA-rich fish oil
supplements during pregnancy did
not reduce the rate of postpartum

depression in mothers or improve
neurodevelopment in their children, ac-
cording to a report. 

“Current recommendations suggest that
pregnant women increase their dietary

DHA [docosahexaenoic acid] to improve
their health outcomes as well as those of
their children,” and the industry “success-
fully markets prenatal supplements with
DHA to optimize brain function of
mother and infant,” noted Maria Makrides,
Ph.D., of Women’s and Children’s Hospi-
tal at Flinders Medical Centre in Adelaide,
Australia, and her associates. 

However, intervention trials with open-
label designs, small sample sizes, high

attrition rates, or poor statistical power
have produced inconclusive results. Dr.
Makrides and her colleagues performed
the DOMINO (DHA to Optimize Moth-
er Infant Outcome) trial to assess the
efficacy and safety of DHA supplements.

In the double-blind trial, 2,320 women
with singleton pregnancies who were
attending five Australian perinatal centers
were randomly assigned to take three fish
oil capsules (1,197 women) or placebo

capsules containing vegetable oil (1,202
women) daily. The fish oil capsules con-
tained 800 mg/day of DHA and 100
mg/day of eicosapentaenoic acid. The
study subjects were enrolled before they
reached 21 weeks’ gestation and took the
supplements until delivery ( JAMA
2010;304:1675-83). 

The primary maternal outcome was a
high level of depressive symptoms during
the first 6 months post partum, as assessed



FROM�THE�POOLED�DATASET��4HE�MOST�COMMON�TREATMENTEMERGENT�ADVERSE�REACTIONS�� ����OF�USERS	�WERE��
HEADACHE�MIGRAINE� �����	�� MENSTRUAL� IRREGULARITIES� �INCLUDING� VAGINAL� HEMORRHAGE� ;PRIMARILY� SPOTTING=��
METRORRHAGIA�AND�MENORRHAGIA	������	���NAUSEA�VOMITING������	��AND�BREAST�PAIN�TENDERNESS������	�

PMDD Clinical Trials
Safety data from trials for the indication of PMDD are reported separately due to differences in study design 
AND�SETTING�IN�THE�/#��!CNE�AND�&OLATE�3UPPLEMENTATION�STUDIES�AS�COMPARED�TO�THE�0-$$�CLINICAL�PROGRAM����
#OMMON�TREATMENTEMERGENT�ADVERSE�REACTIONS�� ����OF�USERS	�WERE�  menstrual irregularities (including 
VAGINAL�HEMORRHAGE�;PRIMARILY�SPOTTING=�AND�METRORRHAGIA	�������	��NAUSEA�������	��HEADACHE�������	��
BREAST� TENDERNESS�������	�� FATIGUE������	�� IRRITABILITY������	��DECREASED� LIBIDO������	�� INCREASED�WEIGHT�
�����	��AND�AFFECT�LABILITY������	�

Adverse Reactions ( 1%) Leading to Study Discontinuation: 
Contraception Clinical Trials
/F�������WOMEN�������DISCONTINUED�FROM�THE�CLINICAL�TRIALS�DUE�TO�AN�ADVERSE�REACTION��THE�MOST�FREQUENT�
ADVERSE�REACTIONS�LEADING�TO�DISCONTINUATION�WERE�HEADACHE�MIGRAINE������	�AND�NAUSEA�VOMITING������	�

Acne Clinical Trials
/F�����WOMEN�������DISCONTINUED�FROM�THE�CLINICAL�TRIALS�DUE�TO�AN�ADVERSE�REACTION��THE�MOST�FREQUENT�
adverse reaction leading to discontinuation was menstrual irregularities (including menometrorrhagia, 
MENORRHAGIA��METRORRHAGIA�AND�VAGINAL�HEMORRHAGE	������	��

Folate Clinical Trial
/F�����WOMEN�������WHO�USED�"EYAZ�OR�9!:�DISCONTINUED�FROM�THE�CLINICAL�TRIALS�DUE�TO�AN�ADVERSE�REACTION��
no reaction leading to discontinuation occurred in ����OF�WOMEN�

PMDD Clinical Trials
/F�����WOMEN��������DISCONTINUED�FROM�THE�CLINICAL�TRIALS�DUE�TO�AN�ADVERSE�REACTION��THE�MOST�FREQUENT�
ADVERSE�REACTIONS�LEADING�TO�DISCONTINUATION�WERE��NAUSEA�VOMITING������	��MENSTRUAL�IRREGULARITY��INCLUDING�
VAGINAL�HEMORRHAGE��MENORRHAGIA��MENSTRUAL�DISORDER��MENSTRUATION� IRREGULAR�AND�METRORRHAGIA	������	��
FATIGUE������	��BREAST�TENDERNESS������	��DEPRESSION������	��HEADACHE������	��AND�IRRITABILITY������	��

Serious Adverse Reactions (Definitely, Probably, or Possibly Related to Study Drug): 
Contraception Clinical Trials: migraine and cervical dysplasia
Acne Clinical Trials: none reported in the clinical trials
Folate Supplementation Clinical Trial: CERVIX�CARCINOMA�STAGE��
PMDD Clinical Trials: cervical dysplasia

6.2  Postmarketing Experience
4HE� FOLLOWING� ADVERSE� REACTIONS� HAVE� BEEN� IDENTIlED� DURING� POST� APPROVAL� USE� OF� 9!:�� "ECAUSE� THESE�
reactions are reported voluntarily from a population of uncertain size, it is not always possible to reliably 
ESTIMATE�THEIR�FREQUENCY�OR�ESTABLISH�A�CAUSAL�RELATIONSHIP�TO�DRUG�EXPOSURE�

!DVERSE�REACTIONS�ARE�GROUPED�INTO�3YSTEM�/RGAN�#LASSES��AND�ORDERED�BY�FREQUENCY�

Vascular disorders: Venous and arterial thromboembolic events (including pulmonary emboli, deep vein 
thrombosis, cerebral thrombosis, retinal thrombosis, myocardial infarction and stroke), hypertension 
(including hypertensive crisis)
Hepatobiliary disorders: Gallbladder disease, liver function disturbances, liver tumors
Immune system disorders: Hypersensitivity (including anaphylactic reaction)
Metabolism and nutrition disorders: Hyperkalemia, hypertriglyceridemia, changes in glucose tolerance or 
effect on peripheral insulin resistance (including diabetes mellitus)
3KIN�AND�SUBCUTANEOUS�TISSUE�DISORDERS���#HLOASMA��ANGIOEDEMA��ERYTHEMA�NODOSUM��ERYTHEMA�MULTIFORME��
Gastrointestinal disorders: Inflammatory bowel disease 
Musculoskeletal and connective tissue disorders: Systemic lupus erythematosus

 7 DRUG INTERACTIONS
#ONSULT� THE� LABELING�OF�ALL�CONCURRENTLYUSED�DRUGS� TO�OBTAIN� FURTHER� INFORMATION�ABOUT� INTERACTIONS�WITH�
hormonal contraceptives or the potential for enzyme alterations.

7.1 Effects of Other Drugs on Combined Hormonal Contraceptives 
Substances diminishing the efficacy of COCs: Drugs or herbal products that induce certain enzymes, 
INCLUDING�#90�!���MAY�DECREASE�THE�EFFECTIVENESS�OF�#/#S�OR�INCREASE�BREAKTHROUGH�BLEEDING��3OME�DRUGS�
or herbal products that may decrease the effectiveness of hormonal contraceptives include phenytoin, 
BARBITURATES��CARBAMAZEPINE��BOSENTAN��FELBAMATE��GRISEOFULVIN��OXCARBAZEPINE��RIFAMPICIN��TOPIRAMATE�AND�
products containing St. John’s wort. Interactions between oral contraceptives and other drugs may lead 
TO� BREAKTHROUGH� BLEEDING� AND�OR� CONTRACEPTIVE� FAILURE�� #OUNSEL�WOMEN� TO� USE� AN� ALTERNATIVE�METHOD� OF�
CONTRACEPTION�OR�A�BACKUP�METHOD�WHEN�ENZYME�INDUCERS�ARE�USED�WITH�#/#S��AND�TO�CONTINUE�BACKUP�
CONTRACEPTION�FOR����DAYS�AFTER�DISCONTINUING�THE�ENZYME�INDUCER�TO�ENSURE�CONTRACEPTIVE�RELIABILITY�

Substances increasing the plasma levels of COCs: #OADMINISTRATION� OF� ATORVASTATIN� AND� CERTAIN� #/#S�
CONTAINING�%%�INCREASE�!5#�VALUES�FOR�%%�BY�APPROXIMATELY������!SCORBIC�ACID�AND�ACETAMINOPHEN�MAY�
INCREASE�PLASMA�%%�LEVELS��POSSIBLY�BY�INHIBITION�OF�CONJUGATION��#90�!��INHIBITORS�SUCH�AS�ITRACONAZOLE�OR�
ketoconazole may increase plasma hormone levels.
HIV Protease Inhibitors and non-nucleoside reverse transcriptase inhibitors: 3IGNIlCANT�CHANGES��INCREASE�
OR� DECREASE	� IN� THE� PLASMA� LEVELS� OF� ESTROGEN� AND� PROGESTIN� HAVE� BEEN� NOTED� IN� SOME� CASES� OF� CO
ADMINISTRATION�WITH�()6�PROTEASE�INHIBITORS�OR�WITH�NONNUCLEOSIDE�REVERSE�TRANSCRIPTASE�INHIBITORS��

Antibiotics: There have been reports of pregnancy while taking hormonal contraceptives and antibiotics, but 
clinical pharmacokinetic studies have not shown consistent effects of antibiotics on plasma concentrations 
of synthetic steroids. 
Effect on DRSP:�4HE�MAIN�METABOLITES�OF�$230�IN�HUMAN�PLASMA�ARE�GENERATED�WITHOUT� INVOLVEMENT�OF�
THE� CYTOCHROME� 0���� SYSTEM�� )NHIBITORS� OF� THIS� ENZYME� SYSTEM� ARE� THEREFORE� UNLIKELY� TO� INmUENCE� THE�
METABOLISM�OF�$230�

7.2 Effects of Combined Oral Contraceptives on Other Drugs 
#/#S�CONTAINING�%%�MAY�INHIBIT�THE�METABOLISM�OF�OTHER�COMPOUNDS��#/#S�HAVE�BEEN�SHOWN�TO�SIGNIlCANTLY�
decrease plasma concentrations of lamotrigine, likely due to induction of lamotrigine glucuronidation. This 
MAY�REDUCE�SEIZURE�CONTROL��THEREFORE��DOSAGE�ADJUSTMENTS�OF�LAMOTRIGINE�MAY�BE�NECESSARY��#ONSULT�THE�
LABELING�OF�THE�CONCURRENTLYUSED�DRUG�TO�OBTAIN�FURTHER� INFORMATION�ABOUT� INTERACTIONS�WITH�#/#S�OR�THE�
potential for enzyme alterations. 
In vitro AND�CLINICAL�STUDIES�DID�NOT�INDICATE�AN�INHIBITORY�POTENTIAL�OF�$230�TOWARDS�HUMAN�#90����ENZYMES�
at clinically relevant concentrations [see Clinical Pharmacology (12.3)=�

7.3 Interactions that Have the Potential to Increase Serum Potassium
There is a potential for an increase in serum potassium in women taking Beyaz with other drugs that 
MAY�INCREASE�SERUM�POTASSIUM�;see Warnings and Precautions (5.2) and Clinical Pharmacology (12.3)].

7.4 Effects of Folates on Other Drugs
Folates may modify the pharmacokinetics or pharmacodynamics of certain antifolate drugs, e.g., 
ANTIEPILEPTICS� �SUCH� AS� PHENYTOIN	�� METHOTREXATE� OR� PYRIMETHAMINE�� AND� MAY� RESULT� IN� A� DECREASED�
pharmacological effect of the antifolate drug.

7.5 Effects of Other Drugs on Folates
Several drugs have been reported to reduce folate levels by inhibition of the dihydrofolate reductase 
ENZYME��E�G���METHOTREXATE�AND�SULFASALAZINE	�OR�BY�REDUCING�FOLATE�ABSORPTION��E�G���CHOLESTYRAMINE	��OR�
via unknown mechanisms (e.g., antiepileptics such as carbamazepine, phenytoin, phenobarbital, primidone 
and valproic acid).

8 USE IN SPECIFIC POPULATIONS
8.1 Pregnancy
4HERE� IS� LITTLE� OR� NO� INCREASED� RISK� OF� BIRTH� DEFECTS� IN�WOMEN�WHO� INADVERTENTLY� USE�#/#S�DURING� EARLY�
PREGNANCY��%PIDEMIOLOGIC�STUDIES�AND�METAANALYSES�HAVE�NOT�FOUND�AN�INCREASED�RISK�OF�GENITAL�OR�NON
GENITAL�BIRTH�DEFECTS��INCLUDING�CARDIAC�ANOMALIES�AND� LIMBREDUCTION�DEFECTS	� FOLLOWING�EXPOSURE�TO� LOW�
DOSE�#/#S�PRIOR�TO�CONCEPTION�OR�DURING�EARLY�PREGNANCY�

4HE�ADMINISTRATION�OF�#/#S�TO�INDUCE�WITHDRAWAL�BLEEDING�SHOULD�NOT�BE�USED�AS�A�TEST�FOR�PREGNANCY��#/#S�
should not be used during pregnancy to treat threatened or habitual abortion.

7OMEN�WHO�DO�NOT�BREASTFEED�MAY�START�#/#S�NO�EARLIER�THAN�FOUR�WEEKS�POSTPARTUM�

8.3 Nursing Mothers
7HEN�POSSIBLE��ADVISE�THE�NURSING�MOTHER�TO�USE�OTHER�FORMS�OF�CONTRACEPTION�UNTIL�SHE�HAS�WEANED�HER�
CHILD��%STROGENCONTAINING�/#S�CAN�REDUCE�MILK�PRODUCTION�IN�BREASTFEEDING�MOTHERS��4HIS�IS�LESS�LIKELY�
TO�OCCUR�ONCE�BREASTFEEDING�IS�WELLESTABLISHED��HOWEVER��IT�CAN�OCCUR�AT�ANY�TIME�IN�SOME�WOMEN��3MALL�
amounts of oral contraceptive steroids and/or metabolites are present in breast milk.
!FTER�ORAL�ADMINISTRATION�OF���MG�$230������MG�%%�TABLETS��9ASMIN	��ABOUT�������OF�THE�$230�DOSE�WAS�
EXCRETED�INTO�THE�BREAST�MILK�OF�POSTPARTUM�WOMEN�WITHIN����HOURS��4HIS�RESULTS�IN�A�MAXIMAL�DAILY�DOSE�OF�
ABOUT�������MG�$230�IN�AN�INFANT��
Studies to date indicate there is no adverse effect of folate on nursing infants.

8.4 Pediatric Use
3AFETY�AND�EFlCACY�OF�"EYAZ�HAS�BEEN�ESTABLISHED�IN�WOMEN�OF�REPRODUCTIVE�AGE��3AFETY�AND�EFlCACY�ARE�
EXPECTED�TO�BE�THE�SAME�FOR�POSTPUBERTAL�ADOLESCENTS�UNDER�THE�AGE�OF����AND�FOR�USERS����YEARS�AND�OLDER��
5SE�OF�THIS�PRODUCT�BEFORE�MENARCHE�IS�NOT�INDICATED�

8.5 Geriatric Use
Beyaz has not been studied in postmenopausal women and is not indicated in this population. 

8.6 Patients with Renal Impairment 
Beyaz is contraindicated in patients with renal impairment [see Contraindications (4) and Warnings and 
Precautions (5.2)]. 
&OLLOWING�ADMINISTRATION�OF�$230���MG�DAILY�FOR����DAYS��SERUM�$230�LEVELS�IN�SUBJECTS�WITH�MILD�RENAL�
IMPAIRMENT��CREATININE�CLEARANCE�#,CR�������M,�MIN	�WERE�COMPARABLE�TO�THOSE�IN�SUBJECTS�WITH�NORMAL�
RENAL�FUNCTION��#,CR������M,�MIN	��4HE�SERUM�$230�LEVELS�WERE�ON�AVERAGE������HIGHER�IN�SUBJECTS�WITH�
MODERATE�RENAL�IMPAIRMENT��#,CR���������M,�MIN	�COMPARED�TO�THOSE�WITH�NORMAL�RENAL�FUNCTION��$230�
TREATMENT� DID� NOT� SHOW� ANY� CLINICALLY� SIGNIlCANT� EFFECT� ON� SERUM� POTASSIUM� CONCENTRATION�� !LTHOUGH�
HYPERKALEMIA�WAS�NOT�OBSERVED�IN�THE�STUDY��IN�lVE�OF�THE�SEVEN�SUBJECTS�WHO�CONTINUED�USE�OF�POTASSIUM�
SPARING�DRUGS�DURING�THE�STUDY��MEAN�SERUM�POTASSIUM�LEVELS�INCREASED�BY�UP�TO������M%Q�,��4HEREFORE��
POTENTIAL�EXISTS�FOR�HYPERKALEMIA�TO�OCCUR�IN�SUBJECTS�WITH�RENAL�IMPAIRMENT�WHOSE�SERUM�POTASSIUM�IS�
in the upper reference range, and who are concomitantly using potassium sparing drugs [see Clinical 
Pharmacology (12.3)]. 

8.7 Patients with Hepatic Impairment 
Beyaz is contraindicated in patients with hepatic disease [see Contraindications (4) and Warnings and 
Precautions (5.4)]��4HE�MEAN�EXPOSURE�TO�$230�IN�WOMEN�WITH�MODERATE�LIVER�IMPAIRMENT�IS�APPROXIMATELY�
THREE�TIMES�HIGHER�THAN�THE�EXPOSURE�IN�WOMEN�WITH�NORMAL�LIVER�FUNCTION��"EYAZ�HAS�NOT�BEEN�STUDIED�IN�
women with severe hepatic impairment.

10 OVERDOSAGE
4HERE�HAVE�BEEN�NO�REPORTS�OF�SERIOUS�ILL�EFFECTS�FROM�OVERDOSE��INCLUDING�INGESTION�BY�CHILDREN��/VERDOSAGE�
may cause withdrawal bleeding in females and nausea.
$230� HOWEVER�� IS� A� SPIRONOLACTONE� ANALOGUE� WHICH� HAS� ANTIMINERALOCORTICOID� PROPERTIES�� 3ERUM�
concentration of potassium and sodium, and evidence of metabolic acidosis, should be monitored in cases 
of overdose.
,EVOMEFOLATE�CALCIUM�DOSES�OF����MG�DAY����FOLD�HIGHER�THAN�THE�LEVOMEFOLATE�CALCIUM�DOSE�OF�"EYAZ	�
WERE�WELL�TOLERATED�AFTER�LONGTERM�TREATMENT�UP�TO����WEEKS�

13 NONCLINICAL TOXICOLOGY
13.1 Carcinogenesis, Mutagenesis, Impairment of Fertility
)N�A����MONTH�ORAL�CARCINOGENICITY�STUDY�IN�MICE�DOSED�WITH����MG�KG�DAY�$230�ALONE�OR��������������������
AND����������MG�KG�DAY�OF�$230�AND�%%������TO���TIMES�THE�EXPOSURE��!5#�OF�$230	�OF�WOMEN�TAKING�A�
contraceptive dose, there was an increase in carcinomas of the harderian gland in the group that received the 
HIGH�DOSE�OF�$230�ALONE��)N�A�SIMILAR�STUDY�IN�RATS�GIVEN����MG�KG�DAY�$230�ALONE�OR�����������������������AND�
���������MG�KG�DAY�$230�AND�%%������TO����TIMES�THE�EXPOSURE�OF�WOMEN�TAKING�A�CONTRACEPTIVE�DOSE��THERE�
was an increased incidence of benign and malignant adrenal gland pheochromocytomas in the group receiving 
THE�HIGH�DOSE�OF�$230��-UTAGENESIS�STUDIES�FOR�$230�WERE�CONDUCTED�in vivo and in vitro and no evidence of 
mutagenic activity was observed.
,ONGTERM�ANIMAL�STUDIES�HAVE�NOT�BEEN�CONDUCTED�TO�EVALUATE�THE�CARCINOGENIC�POTENTIAL�OF�LEVOMEFOLATE��
Mutagenesis studies for levomefolate were conducted in vitro and in vivo and no evidence of mutagenic 
activity was observed.

17 PATIENT COUNSELING INFORMATION
[See FDA-approved Patient Labeling.]
s� �#OUNSEL�PATIENTS�THAT�CIGARETTE�SMOKING�INCREASES�THE�RISK�OF�SERIOUS�CARDIOVASCULAR�EVENTS�FROM�#/#�USE��

AND�THAT�WOMEN�WHO�ARE�OVER����YEARS�OLD�AND�SMOKE�SHOULD�NOT�USE�#/#S�

s� �#OUNSEL�PATIENTS�THAT�"EYAZ�DOES�NOT�PROTECT�AGAINST�()6INFECTION��!)$3	�AND�OTHER�SEXUALLY�TRANSMITTED�
diseases.

s� �#OUNSEL�PATIENTS�ON�7ARNINGS�AND�0RECAUTIONS�ASSOCIATED�WITH�#/#S�

s� �#OUNSEL� PATIENTS� THAT� "EYAZ� CONTAINS� $230�� $ROSPIRENONE�MAY� INCREASE� POTASSIUM�� 0ATIENTS� SHOULD�
be advised to inform their healthcare provider if they have kidney, liver or adrenal disease because the 
use of Beyaz in the presence of these conditions could cause serious heart and health problems. They 
SHOULD�ALSO�INFORM�THEIR�HEALTHCARE�PROVIDER�IF�THEY�ARE�CURRENTLY�ON�DAILY��LONGTERM�TREATMENT��.3!)$S��
POTASSIUMSPARING� DIURETICS�� POTASSIUM� SUPPLEMENTATION�� !#%� INHIBITORS�� ANGIOTENSIN))� RECEPTOR�
antagonists, heparin or aldosterone antagonists) for a chronic condition. 

s� �"EYAZ�IS�NOT�INDICATED�DURING�PREGNANCY��)F�PREGNANCY�IS�PLANNED�OR�OCCURS�DURING�TREATMENT�WITH�"EYAZ��
FURTHER�INTAKE�MUST�BE�STOPPED��(OWEVER��WOMEN�SHOULD�BE�ADVISED�ON�THE�CONTINUED�NEED�OF�SUFlCIENT�
folate intake.

s� �#OUNSEL�PATIENTS�TO�TAKE�ONE�TABLET�DAILY�BY�MOUTH�AT�THE�SAME�TIME�EVERY�DAY��)NSTRUCT�PATIENTS�WHAT�TO�
do in the event pills are missed. See “What to Do if You Miss Pills” section in FDA-Approved Patient 
Labeling.

s� �#OUNSEL�PATIENTS�TO�USE�A�BACKUP�OR�ALTERNATIVE�METHOD�OF�CONTRACEPTION�WHEN�ENZYME�INDUCERS�ARE�USED�
WITH�#/#S�

s� �#OUNSEL�PATIENTS�WHO�ARE�BREASTFEEDING�OR�WHO�DESIRE�TO�BREASTFEED�THAT�#/#S�MAY�REDUCE�BREAST�MILK�
production. This is less likely to occur if breastfeeding is well established.

s� �#OUNSEL�ANY�PATIENT�WHO�STARTS�#/#S�POSTPARTUM�AND�WHO�HAVE�NOT�YET�HAD�A�PERIOD��TO�USE�AN�ADDITIONAL�
METHOD�OF�CONTRACEPTION�UNTIL�SHE�HAS�TAKEN�A�PINK�TABLET�FOR���CONSECUTIVE�DAYS�

s� �#OUNSEL�PATIENTS�THAT�AMENORRHEA�MAY�OCCUR��2ULE�OUT�PREGNANCY�IN�THE�EVENT�OF�AMENORRHEA�IN�TWO�OR�
more consecutive cycles.

s� �#OUNSEL�PATIENTS�TO�REPORT�WHETHER�THEY�ARE�TAKING�FOLATE�SUPPLEMENTS��"EYAZ�CONTAINS�THE�EQUIVALENT�OF�
����MG������MCG	�OF�FOLIC�ACID���

s� �#OUNSEL�PATIENTS�TO�MAINTAIN�FOLATE�SUPPLEMENTATION�IF�THEY�DISCONTINUE�"EYAZ�DUE�TO�PREGNANCY����
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by a score of more than 12 on the self-admin-
istered Edinburgh Postnatal Depression Scale.
The incidence of that outcome was not
significantly different between women who
took fish oil capsules (9.7%) and the control
subjects (11.2%).

In addition, the percentage of women who
received a medical diagnosis of depression
during the study did not differ significantly
between the two groups.

The primary childhood outcome was neu-
rodevelopment at age 18 months, as assessed by
scores on the Cognitive and Language Com-
posite Scales of the BSID-III (Bayley Scales of In-
fant and Toddler Development, third edition).

Neither the mean cognitive scores nor the
mean language scores differed significant-
ly between children of mothers who took
fish oil supplements and children of the
control mothers. Similarly, scores on mea-
sures of motor development, social-emo-
tional behavior, and adaptive behavior were
not significantly different.

The women who took fish oil supple-
ments had a lower rate of very preterm
birth (1.1%) compared with the control
group (2.3%). However, that was offset by
their higher rate of postterm births
requiring obstetric intervention (17.6% vs.
13.7%). 

Adverse effects, including rates of
hemorrhage and antenatal hospitaliza-
tion, did not differ between the two study
groups. The only adverse event that
occurred more often in the DHA group
than in the controls was eructation.

The Australian National Health and
Medical Research Council funded the
DOMINO study. Dr. Makrides reported
serving on scientific advisory boards for
Nestle, Fonterrra, and Nutricia. ■

DHA-rich fish
oil supplements
during
pregnancy did
not reduce the
rate of
postpartum
depression or
improve
neurodevelop-
ment in
children. ©
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A Noteworthy
Finding

One noteworthy finding of
the DOMINO trial is that

women who took fish oil sup-
plements had a significantly low-
er risk of very preterm birth
(defined as delivery before 34
weeks’ gestation) than did
women in the control group,
said Dr. Emily Oken and Dr.
Mandy B. Belfort.

The rate of very preterm
birth was 1.1% with DHA-rich
supplements (13 such births),
compared with 2.3% with place-
bo (27 such births). The down-
stream benefits of that differ-
ence included lower rates of low
birth weight, fewer admissions
to the neonatal intensive care
unit, and a nonsignificant 30%
reduction in infant mortality.

“Although the absolute num-
bers of these outcomes were
small, the relative benefits were
large,” they noted. 

“For now, pregnant women
should take care to get the rec-
ommended intake of 200
mg/day of DHA, either by in-
cluding low-mercury, high-DHA
fish in their diets or by taking a
daily n-3 PUFA (polyunsaturat-
ed fatty acid) supplement. The
benefit of higher intakes
remains unclear,” Dr. Oken and
Dr. Belfort concluded.

DR.OKEN is at Harvard Medical
School and Harvard Pilgrim
Health Care Institute, Boston.
DR. BELFORT is at Children’s
Hospital Boston. Neither Dr.
Oken nor Dr. Belfort reported any
financial disclosures. The
comments were taken from their
editorial accompanying the report
(JAMA 2010;304:1717-8).
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